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1. Save 10% of your income into a bank 
account. This money you will not spend but 
rather, use as an honoring of yourself and 
your money. 

You will not touch this money until it reaches a 
point that you no longer worry about money. For 
some people this happens within 6 months, for 
others it may take 6 years. It’s a marathon not a 
sprint but doing this single act will create a wealthy 
mindset.   
 
The key is to learn that you are in charge of your 
money, not the other way around. I have had 
clients start with as little as $25 a month and seen 
incredible results. When you do this, what it does is 
sends a message to the universe that you are 
capable and serious about creating wealth. You are 
worth it. Don’t discount this practice, it’s the single 
best thing you can do to change the landscape of 
your future wealth. If you have a bad month, drop 
it to 5% but then go right back to 10%. You are 
worth it. 
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2. Be kind to yourself.  
Find meaningful ways that you can enjoy your life 
and your money. Perhaps it’s going for coffee with 
a dear friend, running yourself a luxurious bubble 
bath or buying yourself some delicious food and 
watching your favorite Netflix show.  
 
Perhaps you enroll in a photography course or start 
a new yoga program. The point is, you must take 
moments in your life to unwind, relax, breathe, 
trust. Forgive yourself for any past mistakes you 
believe you made with yourself or your money. The 
past is over, and it will not determine your future. 
Money can and will flow to you most easily, and 
most readily when you are living your life inspired.  
 
Most people say…. I will find my joy when I find my 
wealth but it doesn’t work that way. The joy comes 
first. Just make the decision that you are going to 
stop feeling stressed, broke, agitated and fearful. 
Find your joy and find it often, it’s your greatest 
asset on your road to wealth. 
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3. Start a receiving journal.  
When I teach my coursework, the Divine Road to 
Wealth, I often discuss how great we are as givers, 
especially mothers. We give life, we give advice, 
we give money, we give thanks, we give it our all.  
And sometimes (like when the car breaks down or 
our kids are unhappy with us or we launch our new 
awesome program and 1 person shows up) we feel 
like giving up on everything! All the more 
important to start a receiving journal.  
 
I was first introduced to this practice by one of my 
amazing money mentors Amanda Moxley.  It is a 
simple but very powerful process where you write 
down anytime you receive a compliment, receive 
money, receive good advice, a new a client. Etc.  
Whatever it is, start the process. 
 
 Expect money and advances to flow to you in 
unexpected and unforeseen ways. Don’t get 
discouraged, the tallest tree in the woods once 
started as a seedling. It takes time to grow and so 
does your wealth. You can relax into the knowing 
that not only have your wealth seeds been planted, 
but they are also getting constant joy and gratitude 
from you, which are like sun and water to your tiny 
wealth seeds. 
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4. Look for and stop money leaks in your 
personal or business finances.  

This is where money work can be a bit painful but if 
you truly desire wealth and seem to keep hitting a 
brick wall, you or one of your family members may 
have a money leak. A money leak is a consistent or 
substantial outlay of cash that does not create 
wealth but rather, serves an unmet need of an 
individual.  
 
I’ve seen money leaks around several areas for my 
clients including, gambling addictions, alcohol 
addictions, illegal drugs, prescription drugs, adult 
night clubs, numerous cosmetic surgeries, 
shopping addictions (qvc, hsn, high end 
handbags/jewelry, clothing, shoes), excessive 
golfing, hunting, vintage car collecting, buying 
excessively for kids or grandkids, personal 
development workshops, personal loans you give 
to family and friends (that rarely get paid back), 
various multi level marketing companies, or any 
other spending or excessive buying that is 
negatively impacting your wealth.  
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Now you have to use your judgment here. You 
have to look at the cause and effect, are these 
adding value to your life and your bottom line, if so 
then continue. If not, then understand they are a 
money leak. For example, if you join a multi level 
marketing program and after 6 months you have 
not made money but mostly have a closet full of 
products that you can’t sell, this is likely a financial 
leak.  
 
Or if you keep going to personal development 
workshops, racking up thousands of dollars on your 
credit card and get inspired but then come home 
and never do anything to create value with your 
ideas, this is a financial leak. You must stop the 
madness, take a hard look at your finances and 
start spending your time creating value and 
charging for what you do.  
 
Far too many women are treating their creative or 
coaching businesses like a hobby. STOP, focus, 
decide on a plan and stay focused to stop a leak 
and start a real business that earns money! 
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5. Be willing to be wrong.  
When we are wrong, we learn. There is real 
progress when you stop believing some things you 
have felt since childhood and consider thinking 
differently.  
 
There were likely some things that happened to 
you in childhood that negatively impacted your 
wealth today. Think about the first time you earned 
money as a kid, was it fun, was it easy?  
 
For me it was not. My father had me and my seven-
year old twin brother picking up empty aluminum 
cans (worth 1 cent each) in the 100 degree sun. We 
were by the highway in a ditch, sometimes the hot 
liquid, mostly drops of beer and soda would spill 
onto my shoes, it was scary, hot, dirty and I found 
the thought of having to pick up 100 cans to make 
$1 dollar an incredible outflow of effort for so little 
money. I was sad and discouraged.   
 
Now unbeknownst to me I had filed away the 
thoughts (in my subconscious mind) that making 
money is hard, it’s laborious and my time isn’t 
worth that much.  
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Fast- forward 35 years later, I had the epiphany 
that the first business I had created for myself felt 
much the same way. I was working very hard, for 
little pay and I was sad and discouraged. 

 
The day I had that insight, I made a decision to 
change my story. I couldn’t change the past of 
course, but I no longer had to have my 7-year-old-
self run my business. My work was going to be fun, 
exciting, vibrant, abundant and transformative for 
both myself, and my clients. Shortly after this 
decision, that’s when the money started flowing in, 
when I changed the way I thought about money at 
my deepest level. 

 
How might you be holding on to your childhood 
story? It’s worth looking at where your 
subconscious mind may be holding onto outdated 
stories. Even if you can’t recall your childhood 
money drama, start declaring:  making money is 
easy, offering your services is easy, life is easy!  
 
And believe it!  
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Because for millions of people, making money is 
easy!  It’s a little known fact, that it takes the same 
amount of mental effort to make it easy as to make 
it hard. You are the common denominator in your 
life’s financial story, if it’s not where you want it to 
be, it’s time to use your will to change your mind. 
You are 100% responsible for your financial success 
or failure, you simply need to become aware and 
choose. 

 
My best advise is to take an upbeat, positive 
attitude and apply it to everything you do. It may 
be a bridge job you don’t currently like, a 
relationship that isn’t working all that great or a 
body that’s not as healthy as you desire. Start to 
see what’s right about a situation, commit to make 
small, forward changes and you’ll see it begin to 
change into something you do desire. Small and 
steady actions win the race. 

 
6. Embrace MSIs.  
You’ll hear me talk about MSI all the time. It’s one 
of my favorite subjects. MSI is simply multiple 
streams of income.  
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Despite what you are hearing in the media, 
inflation is not low. Google the “Chapwood Index” 
and you’ll see that this index measures 500 
different items in 20 US cities and every year since 
2011 the Index is up over 10%. You can’t just park 
your excess money in cash, this is a very bad idea! 
Over time, the dollars you are earning are going to 
be buying you less and less. (And I’m happy to say 
that there are other women speaking out about this 
issue – Check out my wealth mentor Linda P. Jones 
for more insights!) 
 
As you heal your money story, you will attract 
additional money that you can use for divesting 
and investing. You don’t want to just park your 
investment in cash.  
 
Some of my favorite types of Investment are real 
estate rentals, Roth IRAs, Stock investing, Silver 
holdings and creating programs and services that 
generate monthly cash income. Sign up for my free 
newsletter, at AskTonja.com and together we can 
not only work on your winning mindset, but also 
discuss some awesome opportunities for 
investments and wealth building including starting 
or growing your own coaching or creative business. 
I’ve done both! 
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7. Create, don’t compete.   
WOW this is big. I get asked all the time, how did 
your products end up in Walmart, Harrods of 
London, and Target. The answer, we created we 
didn’t compete.  
 
Your goal is to CREATE a business, a product, a 
service, a program, a screenplay, a book, a piece of 
art. Start feeding your mind with creation examples 
on television. Watch Shark Tank, The Profit, 
Cleveland Hustle, The Voice or any other program 
that promotes entrepreneurship and going after 
your dream. You are not stuck in a job you hate 
with no opportunity for growth. You likely don’t 
need a better degree or better connections.  
 
What you really need is an attitude adjustment and 
positive expectation that the riches you see all 
around you can and will be easily yours if you 
continue to use your creativity and unique skills to 
create wealth.  

 
Too often times, we fall into the competitive mind, 
we compare ourselves with others who may be a 
few steps ahead.  
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Or worse…we COPY others when we should be 
stepping into our own unique authority. 
Understand that what you are offering is unique 
and authentically yours and THAT is what will 
attract your clients and enrollments. While people 
can be similar, no one is going to teach, write, 
create, or heal like you. You are special and have a 
lot to share with the world, never doubt that. 

 
What ever you do, don’t quit on you. If you desire 
to be wealthy, there is a law of polarity in the 
Universe that says that if you desire something, 
there is way for you to achieve that desire.  
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8. Invest in Sales Training.  
Some of you are cringing right now, you’d like to 
do just about anything other than sell your product, 
services or idea. The reality is that sales is 
something you do for someone, it’s not something 
you do to someone. The truth is that if you felt 
inspired to create something, there are likely 
hundreds and even thousands of people who are 
looking for what you’ve created.  
 
Start a blog or website, hook up an Aweber auto 
responder so that you can gather emails and 
market to your list. Start speaking at a local event 
and believe that money is on its way to you. The 
more you are in service, the more people you can 
help assist and the more wealth can flow to you. 
You are a divine being, you deserve all that life has 
to give you. So create, ask, sell, receive. Fall in love 
with all of it and enjoy this incredible wealth 
journey.  It’s your time. You are so ready! 

 
To your abundance,     

 
Tonja 
AskTonja.com 
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About Tonja – 
 

 
 
 
Tonja is the author of Cancer Free Emily, a novel 
about living with a Cancer diagnosis. She is the co-
creator behind Working Girls Design, an art company 
started in 2009 who’s products have been featured in 
Harrods of London, Walmart, Steinmart and Target 
and generated over 12 million in retail sales. She 
created her second business, AskTonja.com in 2016. 
She offers VIP days and sessions around money 
clearings, Financial Reiki and sales training that’s fun 
and effective.  She holds two college degrees a BBA 
in marketing and an MBA. She lives in the beautiful 
City of Light, Las Vegas. To learn more visit  
AskTonja.com 


